The p hierarchy consists of sets pk = NP [logk n.] 
Introduction
Although standard nondet~erministic algorit,hins solve many NP-complete problems with O( n ) nondeterministic inoves, there are othcr problems that seem on particular problems inside NP (e.g., quasigroup isomorphism can be solved with O(log2 n ) nondeterministic moves).
Kintala and Fischer [lo] defined PfCtl, to be the class of languages accepted by a nondeterministic polynomial-t inie hounded Turing machine that makes at most f(n) c-ary nondeterministic moves (equivalently, O(f( R ) ) binary nondeterministic moves) on inputs of length n. Being mostly interested in polylogarithmic ainounts of nondeterminism, they defined Diaz and Toran [GI wrote pf(,,) to denote Kintala and Fischer's PI(, ) and P k to denote P L k . Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [14] wrote NP[f(n)] to denote Pf(,,). We will adopt the NP[f(n)] notation of Papadimitrou and Yannakakis, as well as the pk notation of Diaz and Toran. To reiterate: 
Oracle Constructions
The construction below gives almost all the techniques used in subsequent theorems. 
The constructioii consists of coding CA into A in a polynomial-time recoverable manner, making (NP[f(n)])" P A , while diagonalizing, i.e, guaranteeing that no PA machine recognizes the set D A , so At the end of the constructmion, we will have ;P E CA e l p ( I s I ) Oz E A . We refer to all strings
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beginning wit,h 1 as coding strings. We refer t.0 all strings beginning with 0 a q diagonnliing striags.
Assume that PO is enumerated by Turing machines At, stage s, choose I). > n,-1 such t,liat n is a power of 2, tlie running time of P, on inputs of length n is at most, ? i s , and n. satisfies an inequality to be specified below t(1ia.t is true for almost all n. Let, x = 1". Tlie value of DA (1") depends only on strings of length e = 1 + n +y(n). Do all the coding up to length 4 -1 and freeze A up to lengt,h f? -1.
In order to diagonalize, P!(z) must be calculated. 
deciding P!(z) does not restrict our decision about D"(+).
Bemuse of t,he encoding of C A , a coding st,riiig w codes a computation t#ha.t. depends on strings of lengt81i hounded by mi-C A ( w ) may depend on y( Iwl)2f(luil) of these shorter strings.
A computation of P,"(x) may query no more t1ia.n is bounded by the product of all the terms above of the form p(rr1i)2f(~~). There are at, most logs such terms, a,nd ea.cli of t,he terms is bounded 6, etmc.
loglognS -loglog(€ -1) 5 loglogn, -loglogn = by p(nb)2f('') = 2°(f(n)). Therefore the total number of queries on which P~( x ) depends is 2°('oga(8)f(n)), which is less than 29(") for sufficiently large n. (The inequalitay that n must satisfy is (p(n8)2f(n))10g2(8) <
2S(").)
Thus there remains an unrestrained diagonalizing striiig of length e, which we put into A if P,"(x) re- (even if we restrict to binary nondeterministic moves) via a relativizable proof. Because the classes are separated by tally sets, we also separate the exponentialtime versions of these classes (see [7] for elaboration of this).
Corollary 3 There 2s an oracle relatrue t o which
NP-P contains 110 set an ihe p hierarchy and P # NP.
Proof:
Let f(n) = 2(log"gn) ' 
Let. f ( n ) = logk n , g(n, i) = logk+' n and h(n, i) = log"+'+' n. Proof sketch: In this coiistruction, we do two encodiiigs and one diagonalization. In addition to coding C' t into P, we also code E A , a generic <h-complete set for PSPACE, into A. ( E A = { ( e , x , O ' ) : oracle DTM e accepts z using at, niost, s tape squares with oracle A }, where we also count. the space used on the oraclr tape.) At t,he end of the construction, we have
(If one prefers binary oracles, one may code 0, 1, and 2 as 00, 01, and 10.) When we are doing a diagonalization to make P;(x) # D A ( x ) , if P,"(z) queries a coding string for E A ( w ) , where IwI > 1x1, then we simply restrain that coding string from the oracle. There are far more coding strings for E A ( w ) , where 1~1 1 2 1x1, than there are queries generated in the cascade of queries, so this will not constrain the final coding of E A ( w ) .
A t the end of stage s, we choose n, sufficiently large t,liat t,he counting works out in the next stage (as in Theorem a), and larger than the length of the longest, string restrained during tlie diagonalization. That way, witness strings for encoding a particular computation are restrained by at, most one diagonalizat,ion. This gives us the following stronger version of Hemachandra and Jha's oracle [7] . In constructing such an oracle, one must be a little careful about how to close classes under complement.
Corollary 12
If p k is being coded into p,f Pj-1 , then it is possible to code a complete set for pj into pj , whereas coding a complete set for into ,#k could cause circularities. (Details of this and previous proofs will appear in the full version of this paper.)
Corollary 10 implies that there are uiicountably many different .patterns of collapse that can be realized in relativized worlds. If the collapse/separation pattern is recursive, then the oracle can be recursive, but t8here are certainly nonrecursive oracles that realize some of these patterns.
Open Problems
The class @k is contained in NP n L)TIME(2"gk 'a).
There is no relativizing proof that P = /?2 3 P = NP. We would like to know whether P = NP n DTIME(n'Og") implies I' = NP, i.e., if P # NP are there any easy languages in NP -P? The best, we can show is that, if P = NP II DTIME( f( n)) for a wellbehaved function f , then P = NP n DTIME(f(f( n ) ) ) .
Is t,here an oracle relative t,o which this is the best possible translation of the collapse? Does P = NP n DTIME(2"g'") imply P = NP?
